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QUESTION ONE

a) Define an information system from both a technical and a business perspective.

( 4 marks)

b) List and describe the components of an information system ( 6 marks)
c) Why are information systems so essential in business today? (5 marks)
d) Identify and describe the three dimensions of information systems? (6 marks)
e) What is information system literacy and how does is differ from computer literacy

(6 marks)

f) Why are decision-support systems more suited for executive decision making

(5 marks)

QUESTION TWO

a) Compare the characteristics of an MIS and a DSS. (6 marks)
b) List and describe four information systems serving each of the major functional areas of

an organisation (8 marks)
c) How can information systems facilitate supply chain management ( 6 marks)
d) Why must an executive support system be flexible and easy-to-use (6 marks)

QUESTION THREE

a) Outline some of benefits and challenges of Enterprise Systems (8 marks)
b) How does organizational strategy determine information systems structure? (6 marks)
c) Which of the four major types of information systems do you think is the most valuable

to an organization? Explain your choice. (6 marks)

QUESTION FOUR

a) Give the frame for MIS organisation and explain its components (4 marks)
b) Discuss the differences in the four global strategies organizations can use to organize

their global business.                                                                                             (8 marks)
c) List and explain the steps of system development life cycle method of information

systems development (8 marks)

QUESTION FIVE

a) How is an expert system different from a neural network (8 marks)
b) Discuss the difference between structured knowledge systems and semi-structured

knowledge systems ( 4 marks)
c) What factors should managers consider when developing a telecommunications plan for

the digital firm



(8 marks)


